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ST SAENS MR — 1 Moved in Bde colwtn at 0930 lu’s and reached the sea by late afternoon, Only one
422392 Sep 1111 pocket of resistance met, 16 Bty deployed but pocket overcom. quickly by infantry,

and column moved on, This ‘LIBERAflON” stuff is amazing. Peopl. crowd streets,
cheer, sing, throw apples, pears and flower., If column stops they bring out
calvidos, cider, beer, Eggs are plentiful for bead of column. Oocasional prisoner
brought in by MAQUIS. Passed buss bomb sight wrecked by Rfl. Went through town of

1tLT MR 530539 LU where people were delirôous. Deployed for the night at 530539 near ALL?. People
had had Canadians in the area during th. last war, Qtüet night.

T VALERY MR 2 Moved in morning to Dde fortress near ST VALERY STIR SOMME. Deployed at 6011.906
o49O6 Enemy supposed to hold far side of SONME but seems to have left. Small parties of

our men “LIBERATED” a town that bad been waiting for 2 days for the ALLIES but bad
seen none. Quite a rn.ption, Lt—Col R.R. WEBB helped LIBEHATE ST VALERY. Found
champagne very good. Night qiget with rain,

3 Warm clear day. Expected to iove but bridges not yet ready, Spent day on personal ppx 1 — tr2c.

maintenance, CAPT L,G, SCRIBIIER and CAPT ‘P. E. HASTINGS re—”LIBERATE” ST VALERY, — Bounds
Expect move to—morrow. With the BRITISH in BELIGIIJM we are practically out of the ‘eport sines or

war here, ion. ,

Moved at 1100 hr closer to the bridge, over the SOffilE, Waited several hours until
rear of Div column appeared, where we fitted in for a change, Moved very fast at

CMQIGNETLLES times as roads were good, but tanks had ruined crossing over river AUTHIE and we
MR 744221 had to make long detour. Reached area of 7114221 very late in rain. Did not deploy,

Prepared to advance at first light.

5 Moved off about 1000 hr. in Bde column. Weather cold and rainy, Moved till about
noon when forward troops bumped enemy near BOULOGNE. Regiment deployed the 43 Fd t liNEUFCHÂTEL MR Ety at 734384 end remainder waited in fields until 1800 hr. when plans finally made ipor ne.

718397 up and regiment deployed at 718397 near NEUFCHÂTEL, On one hours notice to move,
Cancelled. To—night completes three months in FRANCE,
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NEUFCHÂTEL 6 Ordered to move 0200 hz’s. Moved 0330 hz’s in Dde column. 7 OlD to push to CALAIS,
MR 71S397 leaving S and 9 Bdes to take BOULOGNE, Night bright and trip fairly fast. Regiment
CALMS all in action by 1100 hz’s. In spite of bad bomb craters blocking nearly all roads
MR S176SS entry into the area was eventually found. Fired 11M” tgt at enemy guns and had heavy

return fire. Casualties — 3 killed ana 11 wounded. All command posts in deep German
shelters which were plentiful as this had been a bomb site area. Began own counter
battery work to build up hostile battery locations. Passed same to RAP’ and mediums.
Fired all afternoon and evening. Enemy shelling slacked and stopped in the evening.
Night quiet.

7 Rain nearly all day — very heavy at times. Cleared up in the evening and LEGION put Appx 3 —

on a movie. 1 or 2 shells near 11 Bty. No casualties. Tactical situation very vague, Captured enemy
We seem to be here until S and 9 Bdes take BOtOGNE. They also have met heavy artill rjne fielU
fire, 2 and I. Diva passing on our right. Our OPs sending in shell reps — also from trace.
infantry. Firing cut due to short visibility. Short base set up in the evening for —,

flash spotting. Hostile battery information taking shape with several definite
fixes now, HP tasks laid down -for the night on enemy gun positions.

S H? tasks until dawn. Reported later from 7 018 that 10 German gunners came in during
the night after one of our If shoots knocked out two of their SS mm, Results of HF
fire seldom known so this is gratifying news, Weather clear and cold, Rain in late

FERTJES afternoon. “M” and tp targets fired on enemy guns and infantry, Regiment moved after
MR 79i6’7 dark to position about 2 miles SOUTH at MR 79101-7 near FERQUES to increase range in

CAP S-HIS—NEZ area so as to be able to support 7 0Th in proposed clearing of this
area. Night quiet after move. Position exposed with little cover,

9 Batteries in action by 0300 bra in spite of rain and mud, Day quiet, Wan and bright
Rum issue. Few high air—bursts over position. Civilians reported underground cables
nearby. Sigs Section cut them. 16 Ety recce out to area near coast to prepare
position for close support to MEGIW RIFLES who are to cut the coast road, Battery
moved in dark and was dug in by dawn. Night quiet,
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FER4UES 10 Warm and bright. Quiet day with little firing. Movie shown. Maintenance carried out.
MR 79164 Authority from Div to postpone despatching of 10 Driver Mechanics to drive Kangaroos

due to shortage of drivers of all types in the regiment. Cooks and clerks driving noji.

11 Cold night. Weather becomigg noticeable colder these days. Day bright. Little Appx B- —

firing. Regiment moved into area where 16 Bty already was, about 1900 hrs• Moved Hostile bty
in small groups over two roads both of which afford a fine view of CALAIS. Two list

WISSANT casualties to 43 fly when road shelled during moves New area, 771703 near WISSANT,
MR 771703 has good flash cover and many German dugouts and block—houses for commanda posts.

HF Tasks all night. Transport situation acute — petrol and ammunition short. Limited
to 25 rpg per day. Hostile Battery list drawn up of enemy guns in CALAIS area.

12- Two or three very heavy shells landed in the area in the early morning. No casualtie i. Apox 5 —

Heavy shells passing overhead in all directions at intervals all day. Little firing 7 CIB
- on our part until night when suprort given to ROYAL WINNIPEG RIFLES in first phase 00 #1

of attack to clear CAP—GRIS—NEI. Whole Bde on this show, which leave 12 CDN FIELD
REGIMEN? and a few troops of 7 RECCFS REGT containing 0*1315.

13 ROYAL WINNIPEG RIFLES AND REGINA RIFLES. carry out phase one of attack but no further
progress made. Troop and battery targets fired all day. Our aircraft attacked coast
positions. DF Tasks laid down to support fleece Regt who are on bill immediately
behind REQ. Withe whole 7 CDN INF BDE in o*p— Gals—NEZ area we have doubled our
guards and batteries have rear posts out. It is believed the Germans won’t try to
come out. Hauled ammunition for the mediums for the BOULOGNE attack. HF Tasks all
night.

Clear day and warmer, heavy fog at night, No shelling. Troop and batflry targets
and one ‘K target fired. Fire plan in support AWR at 2030 hours. Then attack a
success except that objective was occupied by a small party of 1 CSR with the
i- Btv F0O. A bit of shelling in the night. Regiment will not take part in BOULOGNE 2
show for which there are 2 and 9 AGRA5, 2 heavy Ak regts, 51 HIGHLAND DIV ARTY.
Attack probably 17th.

‘4W.
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WISSANT 15 Wan and clear. Quiet day with little firing. One man wounded slightly when S5 mm
MR 771703 gun opened up on returning bath parade vehicle. Night quiet. Ut—Vol 13.11, WEBB has

acquired a cartridge case 3 feet bight and 15 inches in diameter. Movie being shown ‘

every day in nearby barn.

16 Quiet day — a few targets fired. Red smoke laid down in evening for TYPHOONS. Day
very clear — Cliffs of DOVER could be seen in the distance. Fine view of CALAIS on
main road into ara. All battery commanders now in and battery capts with Ens,
?roop commanders replaced by OPOs or GPOs.

17 To—day BOULOGNE is to be taken by S and 9 Bdes with support of nearly 1O0 guns and
very heavy bombing. At same time 7 Bde is to clear up CAP—GRIS—NEZ using same plan
they have been carrying out all week, Several “M’ targets fired during the night.
i6 Bty brought in two prisoner.. A 16 Bty layer couldn’t see the night picket and
called out ‘Line’. He was answered in polish.

18 Another quiet day — dull and rainy. Recce taking over CAP (IRIS—NEZ and 7 Me
preparing for assault on CALAIS, S Me to take out ESCAILES area, BOULOGNE not Appx —

yet ours 80 time for CALMS not yet set. No firing by regiment. Capt L.G.SCRIBNER 7 CIB arty

Adjt for pn..t past year SOS regiment on departure for air OP course. Capt J.E. task table

HARRISON now Adjt. Lt E.G. GOThAHD and Capt J.M. WRIGHT are back with the regiment.
Both were wounded on the beach on 11DM day.

19 Cloudy and cool. Attack on BOULOGNE continues. A quiet day for the tegimeit. Little
firing. Movies besnqshown every day. Morale taking a beating these weeks due to the
fact that beer is not only in short supply, ‘there just “aint’ none”.

20 Little activity on our front to—day. Most of BOULOGNE taken. Recce in the afternoon
for a gun area nearer CALAIS. Regiment will move by night just before “D” day for Appx 7 —

attack on CALAIS. Fired PANCAKE Targets on AA positions in support heavy bomber 00 — task table

attack on ESCALLES. Morale boosted by rum issue. When one case of rum was unpacked, traces — report

it was found to contain — one full bottle — and two hunks of mud in place of the linnDk&ror
other bottle. This was re.ed.bd.Attac& on CALMS to be called operation UNDERGO.



Cloudy, Preparation of gun positions SOUTH of CAIAIS. 500 rpg dumped on the new
position during the night. A few shells in the area during the process but it is
hoped that the enemy does not know we arc moving there.. HF tasks an night.

Clear and warm — rain at night. 43 Bty tire plan in support 1 CSR who attacked
enemy gun position, blew up guns, and brought in crews, Artillery fire blew up
ammunition. Ordered to move late in the afternoon to make room for 51 (H) Div Arty.
Moved completed in the dark. New location 83l6S6 near PIHENLES—GUINES, No rounds
landed in RHQ area before regiment departed — no casualties.

Cloudy — rain in the morning. Heavy fire from mediums and heavies in rear as counter
battery prcgtam starts for CALAIS attack. Some returned fire from Germans — hits
cross roads in rear of our area where 14 Cdn Fd Regt are moving in, CALAIS attack
postponed 24 hours. A heavy shell landed on 11.3 Bty Command Post which was about
4o feet underground in a German block—house — no ill effects.

Cold. Shelling in the area behind us caused by a field regiment running around on
crest for some time. Picked up two civilians and turned them in to PW Cage. No
firing on our part to ensure suprise for operation UNDEBG0 Civilians returned as
o.k. by Field Security. Claim we have l30tfrancs of theirs. More shelling of rear
area, During night several salvos fell right in RHQ area,, No casualties to personnel
but several vehicles hit.

Attack on CALAIS area. ESCALLES cleared by 5 0Th quickly. RWR and BR move north
without heavy opposition. 1 CDN SCOTTISH move through RWR to the coast in the eveninE
Heavy fire all day.. No CE on us. Tic OP gunners wounded, one died later• We now
hold most of high ground WEST of CALAIS but have to cross flooded &reas to reach the
city. Night quiet.
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PIE4EN—LES —. 26 — Warm bright day, More heavy firing. Several smoke screens and fire.plan for 1 CDN
GUINEa SCOTTISH who advanced along coast towards CALAIS, Several air—bursts and some ground
MR S31686 bunts in the gun areas. Enemy guns spotted and engaged by mediums. No further shell ng.

Progress difficult now due to flooded areas, Regiment is sending one officer and foui’
ORs to leave centre in DEAUVILLE every four days. Reported to be a wonderful spot.

27 Cloudy and cool, rain in the evening. Bright moon later, Several fire plans but less
firing then yesterday. One big gun firing all day in the 16 Bty area, No casualties
to them but one man killed at B Troop Command Post, Lt T.J. BELL SOS to 15 Cdxi Pd
Regt RCA with rank of A/Capt. Fire plan at midnight for 1 CDN SCOTTISH, RWR entering
CALAIS proper.

2g Warm and bright day. 1 CDN SCOTTISH advance and by evening are in the citadel, Thaow
of surrender negotiations. Quiet night, little firing.

29 Cool and cloudy with rain in afternoon, 23 hour truce at CALAIS to enable civilians
to get out. Rut issue. Quiet night.

30 Cloudy but warm — sun in afternoon, Hostilities resumed at 1200 hours to—day. Fire
plan and bombing. Rumours of surrender—white flags appear on a fort and on the city
hall, CAP GalS NEZ clear of enemy.NAAfl beer and whisky ration arrived — not worth

fr the effort, Prisoners march out in column of route from CALAIS. Demolitions carried
- -

out, tiring restricted. CO reports no enemy in town, Quiet night — no rum,

4

(Lt—Col)

-

- - ----


